
Unit 7 - Evolution
Chapters 21, 22, 23, and 24



Chapter 21: Genomes and Their Evolution

Big Ideas

● Bioinformatics (computer-based tools to study genomes) 
allows large amounts of genetic data to be gathered providing 
info about protein-coding genes and their functions. Scientists 
can compare genomes looking for gene and gene product 
(proteins) interactions as well as changes/patterns in genes 
useful in medicine/health. Can lead to new treatments for 
cancers and other disorders  



Chapter 21: Genomes and Their Evolution
Big Ideas

● Genomes evolve
○ Accidental polyploidy due to nondisjunction at meiosis; can 

lead to novel genes/proteins over time
○ Alterations in chromosome structure can lead to speciation

■ For example, mouse and human genomes compared; 
similar blocks of genes found in both (common ancestry)

■ Chromosomal arrangements have produced organisms 
that could not successfully mate, eventually leading to 
speciation

 



Chapter 21: Genomes and Their Evolution
Big Ideas

○ Duplication events can lead to genes with related functions
■ If a protein made through a modified gene proved 

advantageous, it was enhanced through natural 
selection and remained in the genome

■ For example, the globins (a group of oxygen-binding 
proteins) are common across many different species 
(common ancestry)  

○ Exon shuffling
■ Intron removal helps reposition exons or exons can be 

duplicated from uneven crossing-over 

 



Chapter 21: Genomes and Their Evolution

Conclusion

● Over many generations, beneficial heritable gene changes 
have occurred. This resulting genetic diversity provides raw 
material for natural selection, possibly leading to speciation 

● Accumulation of changes in the genome of different species 
provides a record of evolutionary history

● Comparing the genomes of different species has revealed 
changes and modifications providing us understanding for how 
genomes evolve

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View

Big Ideas

● Evolution = descent with modification (suggest unity of life)
● Patterns of evolutionary change provided by evidence from 

biology, chemistry, physics, and geology 
● As with all theories, ongoing testing/accumulation of evidence 

continues
● Evolution really is change in genetic makeup of populations 

over time
● Adaptations are due to environmental changes or species 

relocation 

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Big Ideas

● Natural selection is not survival of strongest; it is survival of 
fittest (individuals that can adapt, survive, and REPRODUCE at 
higher rates than others)

● In essence, these ‘fit’ organisms pass favorable traits 
throughout generations (genotypes)

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Big Ideas

● Evolution acts DIRECTLY on phenotype and indirectly on 
genotype
○ For example, a certain coloration in a moth species 

(phenotype) is unfavorable in a particular environment; this 
moth does not survive/reproduce (acting on phenotype). But 
what really is happening is that the alleles resulting in that 
‘unfavorable’ phenotype will decrease in the population over 
time (acting indirectly on genotype).    

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Big Ideas

● Over time, natural selection can increase the ‘match’ between 
organisms and their environments

● If the environment changes or if species move to new location, 
natural selection may result in adaptations and possible 
speciation  

● Individual do not evolve, populations DO, due to changes in 
allele frequencies in populations over time (that individual fails 
to survive, reproduce, and pass on alleles)

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
● Four types of data that document the pattern of evolution and 

reveal how it occurs:
○ Direct observation
○ Homology
○ Fossils
○ Biogeography 

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Direct Observation

● Evolution supported by much evidence
○ Example #1: Food source and evolution. Evidence showed 

that soapberry bug beak length changed over time when 
food source changed (even short amount of time)

 

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Direct Observation

● Evolution supported by much evidence
○ Example #2: Drug-resistance in bacteria. Benign strains of 

Staphylococcus bacterium harbored naturally on human 
skin. But certain strain (methicillin-resistant strain; MRSA) is 
pathogenic. Has enzyme to destroy antibiotic. Methicillin 
antibiotic works to deactivate a protein making bacterium’s 
cell wall. MRSA evolved to use a different protein to 
synthesis cell wall. These individual bacteria survive and 
reproduce at higher rates and became common   

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Direct Observation

● These two examples provide evidence for natural selection.
● A drug does not create resistant pathogens, it selects for 

resistant pathogens that are already present in population    

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Homology

● Homology - analyzing homologous structures to indicate 
common ancestry (helps to explain observations) 

● Homologous structures - elements similar in structure across 
different species; thought that they only could arise through 
common ancestry (mammalian forelimbs)

● Similarities at early embryonic stages (tail, pharyngeal pouch)
● Vestigial structures - remnant features common across 

different species    
● Evolutionary tree (‘tree thinking’) shows where homologous 

structure is share, lineages and most recent common ancestors 

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Homology

● Convergent evolution - independent evolution of similar features 
in different lineages 
○ For example, Australian sugar glider (marsupial) and N. 

American flying squirrel (eutherian) share ability to glide. Our 
understanding of evolution can explain this...this ability evolved 
independently from different ancestors but both have adapted 
to similar environments in similar ways

○ These features (gliding) are considered analogous (share 
similar function, but not common ancestry) - recall that 
homologous share common ancestry but not necessarily 
similar function 

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Fossil Record

● Fossil record (Chapter 25) - major class of evidence for evolution
○ Shows differences from organisms living in the past than today
○ Reveals extinctions 
○ Shows that species have evolved over long time periods
○ Documents the origins of new groups of organisms

 



Chapter 22: Descent with Modification: Darwinian View
Biogeography

● Biogeography - the geographic distribution of species
○ Influenced by continental drift 
○ Based on knowledge we’ve gained in geography, we can 

predict where fossils can be found then create evolutionary 
trees/patterns which can provide evidence for evolution
■ For example, evolution of horses - fossil evidence shows 

present-day horses originated in N. America 5 mya when 
N. and S. America were close but not connected; horses 
could not travel across. Scientists predicted that oldest 
fossils should be found only on continent in which they 
originated and that is what they found  

 



Chapter 23: The Evolution of Populations
Big Ideas

● Remember that natural selection does acts on individuals - an 
organism's traits affects its survivability and reproductive success, 
but the evolutionary impact of natural selection is only apparent in 
the changes of a population over time 

● Microevolution - small-scale evolution; a change in allele 
frequencies in a population over many generations  

● Genetic variation - variation in composition of genes/DNA across 
individuals 

 



Chapter 23: The Evolution of Populations
Big Ideas

● Hardy-Weinberg Principle - a mathematical way to assess 
whether or not evolution is occurring in a population - we will start 
some practice problems on this concept tomorrow

 



Chapter 23: The Evolution of Populations
Big Ideas - occurrences that can change allelic frequencies

● Genetic drift - the unpredictable change in allele frequencies due to chance 
events; especially evident in small populations (think of flipping a coin 1000 times - 
if you got a ratio of 700:300 heads to tails, you would probably suspect a trick coin 
or something else other than random chance. But if you only flipped 10 times and 
got a 7:3 ratio, you would probably not be so suspicious and just attribute it to 
chance)
○ Founder effect - when a few individuals relocate and gene pool begins to 

differ from original population
○ Bottleneck effect - sudden decrease in pop. size due to some natural 

disaster; by chance alone, certain alleles will be over or underrepresented in 
a population

● Gene flow - the movement of individuals/alleles into or out of a population 

 



Chapter 23: The Evolution of Populations
Big Ideas - Closer Look at Natural Selection

● Modes of natural selection
○ Directional selection - a genetic shift to one phenotypic 

extreme; common when environment changes or when 
members move to new location

○ Disruptive selection - favors phenotypes at both extremes; 
intermediate phenotypes not favorable 

○ Stabilizing selection - removes extreme phenotypes and 
favors intermediate phenotype 

 



Chapter 23: The Evolution of Populations
Big Ideas - Sexual Selection

● Darwin was the first to explore the implications of sexual selection - 
a form of selection in which individuals with certain inherited 
characteristics are more likely than others to obtain mates 

● Can lead to sexual dimorphism - physical differences between 
sexes (size, coloration, ornamentation). How does this occur?
○ Intrasexual selection - individuals within one sex compete with 

one another for mates (combating males) 
○ Intersexual selection (mate choice) - individuals of one sex 

(usually females) are choosy in selecting mates from the other 
sex 

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species

● Speciation - process by which one species splits into two different 
species

● Biological species - members can interbreed, producing fertile 
offspring (reproductive compatibility) 

● Reproductive isolation - biological barriers to reproduction

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species
Two types of reproductive barriers, prezygotic and postzygotic

● Prezygotic - barrier occurring BEFORE fertilization
○ Mating between different species can be impeded
○ Attempted mating between different species impeded
○ Fertilization impeded between different species if mating is successful

● Postzygotic - barrier occurring AFTER fertilization
○ Developmental errors may reduce survival of zygote
○ Problems after birth may cause offspring to be infertile or decrease 

chance of surviving long enough to reproduce

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species
Speciation can occur with or without geographic isolation

● Allopatric speciation (“other country”) - gene flow interrupted in a 
population due to geographic barriers (example, new lakes formed from 
one, river changing course, subset of a population relocates)

● Sympatric speciation (“same country”) - speciation occurring in 
populations in the same geographic area (less common than allopatric)
○ Polyploidy - very common in plants (80% of all plant species today 

descended from ancestors that formed this way). Even if the resulting 
plant is infertile, it may be able to reproduce asexually, propagating the 
species 

○ Habitat differentiation - when a subpopulation exploits a habitat or 
resources not used by original population 

○ Sexual selection

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species
Hybrid zones

● Hybrid zone - a region in which members of different species meet and 
mate, producing at least some offspring of hybrids

● Studying a hybrid zone is like watching a natural experiment on speciation

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species
Speciation can occur slowly or rapidly and can result from changes in 
a few or many genes. We can get data from:

● Patterns in the fossil record
○ Punctuated equilibria - speciation where there are periods of apparent 

stasis followed by periods of sudden change. Evidence from rock strata 
(layers) and fossils

○ Speciation rates - data shows that once the speciation process begins, 
it can be completed relatively rapidly

 



Chapter 24: The Origin of Species
The genetics of speciation

● Speciation can occur from a change in a single gene
○ Example - in Japanese snails, one gene controls the direction of the 

snail shell spiral. When the shell spiral is in a certain direction, the 
snails’ genitalia are oriented in a manner that prevents mating

● Speciation can also occur due to changes in many genes

 


